N patients with brain tumors involving the central area, preservation of function after surgery remains a challenge for neurosurgeons. Detailed visualization of the brain structures in magnetic resonance (MR) imaging 29 has encouraged further applications of electrophysiological techniques to correlate anatomical and functional findings in the human cortex. 3, 6 More recently, advances in MR imaging technology have allowed the localization of the visual 2,11,23 and sensorimotor cortices 12, 17, 21, 37, 38 in volunteers and in patients with brain tumors. Since 1995, several groups have reported obtaining correlations between functional (f)MR imaging and intraoperative electrical cortical stimulation (ECS). 17, 29, 36, 41, [50] [51] [52] Efforts in these mostly preliminary studies have focused primarily on neurophysiological and/or neuroradiological aspects and, because of the novelty of the technique, have included poorly standardized protocols and selective, not consecutive, series of patients.
Spin-echo T 1 -weighted (TR 600 msec; TE 20 msec) anatomical slices with an inplane resolution of 0.8 ϫ 1.2 mm and a section thickness of 5 mm were collected to demonstrate the structural anatomy of the selected region. Careful placement of six to seven contiguous slices, parallel to the anteroposterior commissure line, allowed adequate coverage of the pre-and postcentral sensorimotor cortex, premotor frontal, and superior parietal cortical areas. Regional changes in neuronal activity in the motor cortex were detected using the blood oxygen level-dependent MR technique. 31 Images of the brain produced using this technique reflect local responses in cerebral blood oxygenation during neuronal activity. A subtle decrease in the concentration of deoxyhemoglobin results in local magnetic-susceptibility changes that decrease the apparent transverse relaxation time (T 2 *) and, hence, increase the signal intensity of the activated regions. The blood oxygen level-dependent signal results, therefore, from vasodilation and an oversupply of oxygenated hemoglobin. Gradient-echo T 2 *-weighted (TR 3000 msec, TE 40 msec, flip angle 40˚), single-shot, echoplanar images of the same slice thickness and orientation as the T 1 -weighted anatomical images with an inplane resolution of 3.1 ϫ 3.1 mm were obtained. Forty images were acquired in an interleaved manner in each slice during five alternating periods of rest-task performance (five, 10, 10, 10, and five images in each period, respectively) for a total of 240 (six slice experiments performed in five patients) or 300 (seven slice experiments performed in the remaining patients) images. In all patients the motor task consisted of selfpaced clenching and spreading of the hand on the sides contralateral and ipsilateral to the tumor for the identification of the hand representation cortical areas. In four patients in whom the tumor extended into the paracentral region, the foot representation area was additionally identified by performing self-paced sequential movements of the foot and toes on the side contralateral to the lesion. Prior to initiating the MR imaging session, informed con-
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Functional MR imaging and cortical reorganization patterns 239 sent was obtained from all patients, and the motor tasks were explained to and practiced by the patients, who were asked to perform the motor sequence in a constant rhythm of approximately one cycle per second. Verbal commands for "start" and "stop" of the task were spoken over an intercom. An observer inside the MR imaging suite controlled compliance and correct performance of the experimental paradigm. The imaging time for each functional experiment was 2 minutes, resulting in a prolongation of the routine presurgical planning protocol by approximately 10 to 15 minutes (including the anatomical series for the subsequent overlays and the reconstruction time for the functional series). After intravenous administration of gadolinium-chelating contrast material, conventional T 1 -weighted MR images were obtained to complete the presurgical evaluation imaging session.
Imaging Data Analysis
All imaging data obtained from the conventional and functional imaging acquisitions were transferred to a workstation with commercially available software for further postprocessing and photographing. By viewing animations of the 40 images in each slice, the imaging data from the functional experiments were screened for motion. Parametric maps of brain activity were generated by applying a pixel-by-pixel temporal correlation analysis that was based on a correlation coefficient algorithm. 1 This algorithm correlates the time-course data sets with generic reference functions that have a periodic "boxcar" waveform. Cross-correlating a pixel's time series with a reference waveform can effectively remove artifactual signals such as cerebrospinal fluid or brain pulsatility, which are randomly timed with respect to the stimulation paradigm. As a time reference, we applied a boxcar waveform, which was shifted by 2 to 6 seconds (one to two images) in the second sequence to account for the temporal low-pass filtering that occurs as a result of a hemodynamic response. Those pixels in which the mean of the MR signal in activation images significantly exceeded the mean of the resting images, with a probability value of less than 0.001 according to Student's t-test, were used for viewing the functional maps. Prior to statistical analysis, the functional images were smoothed with a 5-pixel-wide kernel filter to increase the statistical power. Generated functional maps of regional brain activity were displayed in pseudocolor, scaled according to statistical significance, and overlaid directly on the gray scale high-resolution T 1 -weighted MR images obtained at the same anatomical location. The exact anatomical location of activated areas relative to the central sulcus was estimated in each slice by crossreferencing the functional slices with the sagittal localizer images. The entire postprocessing procedure required approximately 15 to 20 minutes, and the functional maps generated were printed and available, together with the rest of the structural MR imaging acquisitions, for discussion with the neurosurgery colleagues prior to the surgical procedure. No motion correction algorithm was available preoperatively. However, with the evolution of the study, a motion correction algorithm 48 was installed in a workstation, and selected cases were postprocessed retrospectively after motion correction. The same postprocessing algorithm and probability threshold were used in the motion-corrected images. The mean percentage of activation and the mean correlation coefficient were determined automatically by using the algorithm.
Techniques of Intraoperative Stimulation Mapping and Tumor Localization
All patients underwent surgery after induction of general anesthesia in which short-acting relaxants and propofol were used but not barbiturates. Mapping techniques were performed according to Berger and Ojemann.
5 Intraoperative ECS was performed in all patients by using a portable stimulator. The stimulation was performed using a bipolar probe consisting of electrodes 1 mm in diameter and spaced 5 mm apart. In cases in which the motor cortex was thought to be beyond the craniotomy borders, stimulation was performed using a four-electrode strip introduced into the subdural space, as shown in Fig. 1 . Brief trains of bipolar square-wave pulses of 1 to 4 msec at 50 to 60 Hz were used, beginning with a current of 2 mA. The current varied from 2 mA to as high as 10 mA. If no responses were elicited at the 2-mA level, the current was gradually increased in 0.5-to 1-mA increments. A trained observer was present to monitor carefully the responses of the patient's hands, fingers, face, and feet resulting from each stimulation. Stimulation was immediately stopped as soon as motor responses occurred. In two cases focal motor responses did not cease spontaneously, and intravenous diazepam and short-acting barbiturate were given. In three patients (Cases 1, 2, and 8) additional standard electrocorticographic (ECoG) monitoring was performed using strips and/or grids to attempt maximum resection of epileptogenic tissue.
Intraoperatively, anatomical structures were identified and tumor localization could be documented in all cases by means of ultrasonography in which a 7.5-MHz lineararray transducer was used. The ultrasonography apparatus provided a two-dimensional intraoperative real-time image of brain parenchyma as well as color-coded flow imaging of the cerebral vessels. Topographic relations between tumor borders and primary motor and premotor cortices were elucidated and compared with fMR imaging findings before direct ECS was initiated. We considered it a "good correlation" with fMR imaging findings if motor responses were obtained after the first stimulation attempt in the suspected motor cortex or after further attempts within 20 mm from the first chosen cortical site.
Sources of Supplies and Equipment
The whole-body MR system (Signa Horizon, EchoSpeed), Advantage Windows software used in this study, and the "double-doughnut" interventional MR system mentioned in the Discussion were acquired from General Electric Medical Systems (Milwaukee, WI). The workstations used for processing the imaging data and for performing the motion correction algorithm were obtained from Sun Microsystems, Inc. 
Results
Functional MR imaging demonstrated signal intensity changes in the range of 2 to 5% between rest and activation conditions in all patients (p = 0.001, Student's t-test). All patients were sufficiently cooperative to remain motionless during the functional procedure and, as best as we could ascertain, no significant head movement was identified during any of the fMR imaging experiments. In seven patients two or more activation sites were demonstrated on fMR imaging. Four different fMR imaging activation or "reorganization patterns" were demonstrated in the eleven patients as follows: 1) contralateral primary motor area (MI) in nine patients; 2) contralateral premotor area (MII) in four patients; 3) ipsilateral MI in two patients; and 4) ipsilateral MII in four patients ( Table 2) .
In nine (82%) of 11 patients, the anatomical fMR imaging localization of motor areas (MI or MII) could be verified by intraoperative ECS (Table 1 ). In seven patients in whom the lesion had compressed and shifted the primary motor cortex (MI) according to fMR imaging findings, a response after stimulation could be elicited. In addition, fMR imaging activation of reorganized motor areas other than MI (contralateral MII or supplementary motor area [SMA]) could be verified intraoperatively in three patients (Cases 5, 6, and 9). In two patients (18%) there was no anatomical correlation between intraoperative ECS findings and motor areas observed on fMR images (Cases 7 and 8); in one of those (Case 8) no motor response could be elicited. This patient showed fMR imaging activation of ipsilateral MI and contralateral MII, which were mainly located deep within the sulci.
Eight patients underwent total and one subtotal macroscopic removal of the tumor. In three patients a partial removal was performed because of the tumor's involvement with motor areas, which were delimited with intraoperative stimulation. Postoperative findings included no motor deficit after surgery (six patients), improvement of the preoperative deficit after tumor removal (one patient; Case 1), and transient focal deficits (three patients experienced motor deficits, and one presented with a transient dysphasia). All patients recovered within 48 hours after surgery.
The following cases illustrate the different patterns of motor activation in fMR imaging, emphasizing the possible reorganization of the motor cortex in patients with tumors close to or involving the central areas who underwent intraoperative ECS.
Illustrative Cases

Case 4. Activation of Contralateral Primary Motor and Ipsilateral Premotor Areas
This 50-year-old right-handed man had a 1-year history of headaches. Two weeks before admission, the patient developed a progressive left-sided hemiparesis and sleepiness. There was no history of seizures. Scalp electroencephalographic monitoring showed a right central slowing. The suspicion of lung carcinoma raised during a radiological evaluation was confirmed preoperatively with computerized tomography (CT) scans of the thorax. A T 1 -weighted MR image revealed a rim-enhancing necrotic lesion located in the right central region that laterally compressed the central sulcus in its entire length (Fig. 2  upper) . The [ nating conditions between rest and clenching of the left fist showed statistically significant (p Ͻ 0.001) contralateral activation along the central sulci that corresponded to the parenchymal right primary motor hand area. In addition, activation of the ipsilateral (left) premotor area could be demonstrated (Fig. 2 lower) . Intraoperatively, the lesion could be localized at a 5-mm depth by using ultrasonography. The central sulcus and central gyrus appeared to be compressed anteriorly, adjacent to the anterior lateral border of the mass. During intraoperative ECS of the expected right motor cortex, movements of the left hand were observed after the first attempt in which bipolar square waves of 3 msec at 50 Hz and a current of 6 mA were used. After total macroscopic resection of the lesion, stimulation was repeated and motor responses remained unchanged. Postoperatively, the patient experienced a transitory deterioration of the left hemiparesis, which improved rapidly during the following days.
Case 6. Activation of Contralateral Premotor and Ipsilateral Primary Motor Areas
This 32-year-old right-handed woman had a 5-year history of simple partial seizures. Her daily seizures began with numbness in the left arm and progressed to clonic movements of the left hand and arm. In 1993 a tumor in the left parietal lobe was found and subtotally removed. The histopathological diagnosis was oligoastrocytoma (WHO Grade II). After surgery she remained seizure free, and no focal neurological deficits were present. In April 1997, after giving birth to her third child, the seizures increased in frequency and became intractable. A T 1 -weighted MR image revealed a mildly enhancing recurrent low-grade astrocytoma that had infiltrated the right precentral gyrus and the entire parietal lobe. The central sulcus and adjacent cortical areas were indistinguishable from the tumor mass ( Fig. 3 upper left) . The [ 18 F]FDG-PET study demonstrated an increased subcortical regional glucose uptake into the tumor ( Fig. 3 upper right) . Two slices from the multislice fMR imaging experiment during self-paced opening and closing of the left fist demonstrated statistically significant activation (p Ͻ 0.001) in the ipsilateral central, postcentral, and premotor cortical areas, as well as in the contralateral premotor areas along the superior frontal sulcus and the precentral sulcus ( Fig. 3 lower left and right). No activation was detected in the contralateral primary motor cortex, which was infiltrated by the tumor. Based on clinical and radiological follow-up evaluation, we decided that the patient should undergo reoperation, which was performed in November 1997. Intraoperatively, after ultrasonographic localization of the tumor and identification of anatomical structures, we could not elicit any motor response during stimulation of the central region. Tumor infiltration into the postcentral gyrus was evident, and the precentral gyrus was clearly shifted anteriorly. Electrical cortical stimulation was performed using a four-electrode strip that was introduced into the subdural space beyond the anterior craniotomy border and placed on the superior frontal gyrus. Movements of the left hand could be obtained with a current of 8 mA at 50 pulses/second applied to the superior frontal gyrus. We interpreted these findings as evidence that the premotor area along the superior frontal gyrus had com-
FIG. 2. Case 4.
Upper: Axial T 1 -weighted MR image obtained after gadolinium administration revealing a rim-enhancing necrotic metastatic lesion in a 50-year-old patient with lung carcinoma. The mass is located in the right central region laterally compressing the central sulcus, which is difficult to identify in its entire length. Lower: Functional MR image of motor cortex during alternating conditions between rest and clenching of the left fist revealing statistically significant (p Ͻ 0.001) activation along the contralateral central sulci that corresponds with parenchymal primary motor hand areas and, in addition, activation of ipsilateral (left) premotor area and, to a lesser degree, the SMA. During intraoperative cortical stimulation of the expected motor cortex, movements of the left hand were observed.
pensatorily taken over certain motor functions in this particular patient with a slowly growing tumor in the central region ( Fig. 3 lower left) .
Case 9. Activation of Contralateral Primary Motor Area (Hand and Foot)
This 38-year-old man had an 11-year history of simple partial seizures. In 1988 a right frontal low-grade astrocytoma was removed. The patient remained free of seizures in spite of evidence suggesting tumor recurrence on the follow-up MR imaging studies since 1993. Beginning in 1998, his headaches and secondary generalized tonicclonic seizures became frequent. Examination of the MR images demonstrated a recurrence of the tumor localized in the right middle frontal gyrus with infiltration of the precentral cortical region (Fig. 4 left) . The [ and fist-clenching conditions of the left hand revealed statistically significant (p Ͻ 0.001) activation in the contralateral primary motor cortex that corresponded with the hand representation area along the central sulcus, which was compressed posteriorly at the posterior border of the tumor (Fig. 4 center) . Functional MR imaging of the motor cortex during alternating conditions between rest and flexion-extension of the toes on the left foot demonstrated an area of activation in the paracentral lobule that corresponded to the primary motor foot area (Fig. 4 right) . The patient underwent reoperation, and a partial removal of the tumor was performed. Analysis of the histopathological findings demonstrated a malignant progression to anaplastic astrocytoma (WHO Grade III). After localization of the tumor and its cystic components by using intraoperative ultrasonography, direct ECS was performed in the lateral and mesial precentral gyrus. Movements of the left hand could be elicited when the posterior part of the tumor was stimulated, showing an excellent correlation with activation demonstrated on fMR imaging (Fig. 4 center) . In addition, movement of the left foot could be observed during ECS in the expected cortical region (Fig.  4 right) . Based on these findings, the tumor-infiltrated motor cortex was not resected, and postoperatively the patient experienced no motor deficit.
Case 11. Activation of Contralateral Primary Motor Area
This 69-year-old left-handed woman had a 4-month progressive history of aphasia, headaches, and sleepiness. Magnetic resonance imaging revealed a glioblastoma multiforme involving the precentral region of the left middle frontal gyrus (Fig. 5 upper) . Functional MR imaging of motor cortex during the right-fist clenching task revealed significant activation (p Ͻ 0.001) in the primary motor hand area of the contralateral hemisphere just anterior to the central sulcus, which was compressed superiorly by the tumor (Fig. 5 lower) . The tumor was partially removed via a temporal approach guided by intraoperative ultrasonography. A right-sided facial-brachial motor response could be elicited after ECS of the suspected MI according to the fMR image findings.
Discussion
Correlation Between fMR Imaging and Electrophysiological Intraoperative Findings
Since the beginning of this century, the use of ECS has been considered the gold standard method to localize eloquent areas in the brain. 7, 32, 34, 41 The introduction of diagnostic imaging methods in clinical practice encouraged the attempt to correlate images, primarily CT scans, with functional regions of the brain. 14, 20 One decade later, in 1990, Berger, et al., 3 published the first study in which MR imaging data were correlated with motor cortex brain mapping. The authors accurately identified the central sulcus and the precentral (motor) gyrus in nine patients, localizing the pair of transverse (central) sulci easily seen on high-vertex axial MR images. These types of preoperative studies allowed for a better understanding of anatomical details and structures surrounding the infiltrating intrinsic tumors and prompted better surgical strategies to achieve maximum removal of the tumor and, at the same time, preservation of functionally eloquent cortices essential for language, motor, and somatosensory functions. 32 Because identification of anatomical landmarks with high-resolution MR images does not guarantee that eloquent cortex will not be damaged, 4, 5, 33 the intraoperative identification of functionally eloquent cortex is considered by many to be the best available method for a safe resection to minimize morbidity. In spite of the fact that the human sensorimotor cortex can also be localized intraoperatively by direct cortical surface recording of somatosensory evoked potentials (SSEPs), 9, 47, 49 or, as has been more recently reported, in combination with magnetoencephalography, 15, 16 intraoperative ECS remains an easy, reliable, and safe method for functional localization of essential regions to maximize a safe resection of brain tumors. 4, 32 We routinly performed ECS during resection of brain tumors involving central areas by using a standardized anesthesia protocol consisting of short-acting relaxants and propofol but no barbiturates. In addition, intraoperative ECoG studies of good quality were obtained. The ECoG study is helpful, not only for resecting epileptogenic tissue in the vicinity of tumors to accomplish seizure-free outcome but also for identifying pathological tissue, the intraoperative visualization of which normally constitutes a challenge for the surgeon. In the series presented in this study, three (Cases 1, 2, and, 8) of 11 patients underwent ECoG studies and ECS. In all cases, the postresection ECoG study demonstrated no epileptoform spikes. These three patients remained seizure free at the 6-month follow-up evaluation.
The introduction of fMR imaging early in this decade brought new perspectives to the overall evaluation of functional patterns of the human cortex.
1,2,21,31 This technique, which has better resolution in space and time (compared with other functional neuroimaging techniques, such as PET and single-photon emission CT scanning), quickly found clinical applicability in neurosurgery. 24, 39 For this reason, we have recently limited the use of [ 18 F]FDG-PET studies to presurgical evaluation of candidates for epilepsy surgery, as well as to assessment of brain tumor metabolism, as represented by the patient in Case 6 ( Fig. 3 upper  right) .
The basis of fMR imaging is that deoxyhemoglobin acts as an endogenous paramagnetic contrast agent and, therefore, changes in its local concentration lead to an alteration in the T 2 *-weighted MR image signal. 31 The physiological basis underlying the increase in signal intensity detected on fMR imaging relies on the fact that, during neuronal activity, functionally induced increases in oxygenated blood flow and volume are accompanied by a proportional increase in the amount of oxygen consumed by the neurons. 13 This causes a decrease in the capillary and venular deoxyhemoglobin concentrations, producing a focal increase in the T 2 *-weighted MR signal. Early experiences with this technique in functional imaging of the human visual cortex 2,31 and sensorimotor cortex 21 have encouraged its application in patients with brain lesions, especially as a noninvasive preoperative study for surgical planning. 12, 15, 17, 18, 29, 36, 37, 51 More recently, our group 23 reported the application of fMR imaging in 12 patients with retrochiasmatic lesions who had undergone surgical treatment. In this study, Kollias, et al., demonstrated that fMR imaging can detect visual field defects that are not only caused by lesions that destroy the primary visual cortex but also by lesions that interrupt the visual pathway, creating a lack of sensory input. These findings can be used to corroborate the applicability of fMR imaging as a noninvasive presurgical study used to assess cortical function, which has to be preserved or improved in patients undergoing surgical treatment.
In a further attempt to validate fMR imaging findings and to evaluate their applicability in neurosurgical strategies, we decided to perform a study in which we correlated activation sites on fMR imaging with intraoperative electrical stimulation of the motor cortex. In reviewing the
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Functional MR imaging and cortical reorganization patterns literature, it is evident that most of the articles, in which correlation is reported between fMR imaging findings and ECS, are presented more as reports on case series than as studies with a standardized protocol (Table 3) . 29, [35] [36] [37] 41, [50] [51] [52] In addition, the patients included in most of the studies were not consecutive, were sometimes selected from a larger patient series, or were simply compared with healthy volunteers. Such reports provided us with more of an anecdotal impression and led us to question the reliability and consequences of fMR imaging studies in patients with lesions in the central region who have undergone presurgical evaluation. On the other hand, because most of the studies were designed and published by neuroradiologists and neurophysiologists, we believe that many important neurosurgical aspects were not emphasized. In 1995, Yousry, et al., 51 reported a study that included four healthy volunteers and six patients who harbored lesions close to or in the precentral gyrus. In five patients who had undergone intraoperative electrical stimulation to correlate fMR imaging findings, the authors reported that the "hand area was found to be the same with both techniques." In another study reported by the same group, 52 eight patients underwent fMR imaging and ECS for localization of the central sulcus by using the central vein as an anatomical landmark. Yetkin, et al., 50 evaluated the "spatial specificity" of fMR imaging by comparing it with intraoperative electrocortical mapping in 28 patients and reported a 100% correlation. The same group published a study in which motor-task fMR imaging was performed in 10 patients; in this series, only three of the 10 patients underwent ECS, and the authors reported "confirmation of fMR imaging findings." 29 Puce and colleagues 35 have compared the sensorimotor activation in fMR imaging with the location of sensorimotor cortex by using SSEPs elicited by electrical median nerve stimulation and ECS of the motor cortex in four patients. The patients included in their report were candidates for epilepsy surgery and underwent chronic ECoG, as well as ECS and SSEP monitoring in which long-term multicontact grids or strips were used. The authors stated that "electrical stimulation of the motor nerve (SSEPs) was not an optimum stimulus and produced little activation in the controls"; nevertheless, a good correspondence of motor areas identified by fMR imaging and ECS was reported in all four patients. Pujol and associates 37 evaluated 50 consecutive surgical candidates with central lesions. In nine (18%) of 50 patients preoperative identification of the central sulcus was unsuccessful, and a subgroup of 22 patients underwent ECS for validation of fMR imaging findings; nevertheless, the authors reported confirmation of fMR imaging in 100% of the cases in which the tumor was used as a landmark for intraoperative identification of the sensorimotor cortex. Such a statement ("100% confirmation") might confuse the neurosurgical community, because cortical mapping findings in patients in whom fMR imaging was unsuccessful were not obtained or at least not report- * AVM = arteriovenous malformation; EC = epileptogenic cortex; FSC = frameless stereotactic computer; GBM = glioblastoma multiforme; ND = not described precisely; vol = healthy volunteers.
† Additional intraoperative SSEP monitoring was performed. ‡ Seventeen patients (58%) underwent fMR imaging with motor tasks. § Unsuccessful identification of the central sulcus by using fMR imaging in nine patients (18%). The sonography apparatus provided a two-dimensional intraoperative real-time image of the brain parenchyma and color-coded flow imaging of the cerebral vessels.
ed. We believe that conclusions in such a validation study (with a gold standard method) must include not only the cases in which ECS was not conclusive but also those in which fMR imaging did not demonstrate any localization of motor areas. Finally, Schulder, et al., 41 have recently reported a study in which fMR imaging findings are compared with conventional brain mapping techniques in 11 patients. These authors reported that accurate registration of the sensorimotor cortex, as determined on fMR imaging, was confirmed in each procedure in which brain mapping was performed (SSEPs in six patients, ECS in one patient, and both methods in six patients).
We decided to study a consecutive series of patients with tumors close to or involving the central region to avoid bias resulting from the selection process. In our study, which was limited to the examination of the motor function, a good correlation between brain mapping techniques and fMR imaging was demonstrated in 82% of the patients, a figure not as high as those reported in the other studies previously mentioned (Table 3) . Considering possible shifts of the sensorimotor cortex that might complicate the identification of gyri, sulci, and other anatomical landmarks such as the tumor lesion itself, we believe that studies conducted to validate fMR imaging must include intraoperative localization or navigation methods in addition to the visual topographic identification recorded by the surgeon. To our knowledge, only in the study by Schulder, et al., 41 and in our study, has intraoperative navigation technology been used to identify the lesion and to infer the localization of the sensorimotor cortex before performing brain mapping (Table 3) . Schulder, et al., applied a frameless navigation computer, and we used ultrasonography intraoperatively because of its advantage as a real-time localization method. In our center, the experience with the interventional MR imaging system, or socalled "double-doughnut system," might in the near future encourage the development of protocols to achieve realtime fMR image-guided surgery of lesions involving the sensorimotor cortex. 22 This new application of fMR imaging technology, nevertheless, has to be validated using the gold standard brain mapping methods, such as ECS or SSEP monitoring before its introduction into the surgical routine. In addition, many known shortcomings and methodological issues must be taken into account when considering its applicability as a method offering advantages over the safe, easy, and reliable existing intraoperative mapping techniques.
Preservation of function is the main goal in the surgical treatment of patients with brain tumors close to or invading the sensorimotor cortex. Preoperatively fMR imaging allows better planning of surgical strategies and approaches. In addition, the benefits of surgery and possible attendant deficits can be objectively discussed with patients and relatives. On the other hand, surgical treatment of patients who suffer from intractable epilepsy or who present with seizures as manifestations of lesions, regardless of the size or histological characteristics, can undergo better preoperative evaluation to achieve optimum quality of life. The indication of ECoG monitoring or resection of epileptogenic tissue surrounding the lesion might be more easily considered if the patient undergoes preoperative fMR imaging. In our series, no patient sustained irreversible postoperative deficits; nevertheless, three patients sustained temporary deterioration of motor or language functions in the immediate postoperative period. These transient deficits could have been caused by intraoperative manipulation or decompression mechanisms; however, we believe that they might be easily prevented if a more careful study of preoperative fMR imaging findings is performed to consider better surgical strategies. In addition, fMR imaging played an important role in the decision making and approach, especially for patients in whom partial (Cases 9-11) or subtotal (Case 6) resection was performed. An advantage of fMR imaging over conventional brain mapping techniques is the identification of deep functional structures, which alert the surgeon to manage carefully the cortical, subcortical, and deep structures that might cause unexpected functional deterioration if damaged intraoperatively. In comparison with other techniques of functional imaging, such as PET or magnetoencephalography, fMR imaging allows a direct overlay onto high-resolution anatomical MR images. This permits better surgical planning than PET images that are superimposed on MR images, as is done in many centers. Because MR systems are more likely to be available in many institutions, a better understanding and validation of fMR imaging will be more easily performed by neurosurgeons who treat tumors located close to or within eloquent areas. Regardless of the enthusiasm that may arise over being able to use fMR imaging techniques in the preoperative evaluation, neurosurgeons have to be aware that: 1) fMR imaging is an indirect indicator of cerebral activation, because it measures changes in regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) and not neuronal activity itself, such as is accomplished by magnetoencephalography; 2, 15, 24, 31 2) changes in blood oxygenation are characterized by a spatial and temporal dispersion that may cause errors in the accurate localization of activated areas (such as nonparenchymal deoxyhemoglobin changes in intraparenchymal capillaries or sulcal veins); 24,52 and 3) emerging functional imaging techniques or new applications of these have to be evaluated and validated objectively with gold standard brain mapping techniques that are still considered safe and accurate to avoid neurological deficits or postoperative deterioration in patients undergoing removal of central lesions.
Reorganization of Cortical Motor Cortex
The results of this study clearly indicate that reorganization of the cortical motor cortex constitutes an important phenomenon, which might explain the diversity of motor deficits and different postoperative clinical findings in patients who harbor tumors close to or involving the primary motor areas. As shown in Table 2 , we observed four different fMR imaging activation patterns during movements of the contralateral hand (or foot). Rao and coworkers 38 have reported that simple, self-paced finger movements activate the contralateral primary motor cortex, whereas complex, self-paced movements elicit functional changes in the contralateral (and occasionally ipsilateral) primary cortex (MI) as well as the SMA, the premotor cortex (MII) in both hemispheres, and the contralateral somatosensory cortex. In addition, motor ideation (without movement) activates the SMA and, to a lesser degree, the MII but not the MI. 21, 38 According to our observations, in patients with slow-growing tumors, such as in Cases 1, 2, and 6, activation of cortical motor areas other than MI may have larger cortical representation during the performance of motor tasks. Our observations lead to the hypothesis that if MI is significantly impaired due to tumor infiltration or compression, the MII, SMA, or even ipsilateral cortical motor areas (MI) can assume the principal role for complex motor movements, which may mask expected neurological deficits. If signs of cortical reorganization or plasticity are present, postoperative functional outcome might become unpredictable.
In the pioneer studies of Brodmann 7 published in 1909, the agranular motor cortex was divided into two regions: namely Areas 4 and 6. Since this study, these cortical motor regions have been subdivided into progressively more detailed regions as a result of the availability of more sophisticated diagnostic techniques. Lüders, et al., 26 and Matelli, et al., 27 have described the approximate correspondence between the anatomical and functional cortical motor areas, which may overlap each other. Brodmann's 7 and Vogt's Area 4 44 (which is the anatomical so-called precentral gyrus) corresponds to the Area FA according to the study by Von Bonin and Bailey, 45 to Penfield and Boldrey's "motor strip" or primary motor area (MsI and MI), 34 and to Matelli and coworkers' F1 region. 27 The premotor area (MII, M2, or MsII), 34 which corresponds with Area 6, 7 or Areas 6a␣ and 6a␤, 44 is functionally divided into a mesial and dorsolateral region. The premotor mesial region, or the area identified by Penfield and Boldrey as the medial premotor cortex, includes the SMA, the so-called SMA-proper (equivalent to the supplementary sensorimotor area 25 ), and the pre-SMA (equivalent to the human supplementary negative motor cortex 26 ). Because our observations were based on motor responses in patients in whom anesthesia had been induced and because sensory function was not evaluated, we preferred to use the term SMA instead of supplementary sensorimotor area, as suggested by some authors. 25 Corticocortical connections of motor areas constitute the fundamental mechanism of cortical functional reorganization in the human brain. In a recent survey, Tanji 43 has described the flow of information through corticocortical connections directed toward MI from areas such as the SMA, pre-SMA, cingulate motor area, dorsal and ventral premotor cortices, superior and inferior parietal association cortices, and the prefrontal cortex. Reinforcing these findings, cytoarchitectonic and receptor autoradiographic data, when combined with results from PET activation studies, provided evidence for similar anatomical and functional organization, as reported by Matelli, et al. 28 These authors observed in normal volunteers that proximal and distal arm movements are, to a large extent, segregated in the precentral motor cortex but not in the SMA. Their results indicate that: 1) distal movements (fingers and thumb) are associated with a significant rCBF increase in the contralateral sensorimotor cortex and 2) proximal movements (shoulder and whole arm) are accompanied by a significant rCBF increase in both the sensorimotor cortex and mesial motor areas contralateral to the arm that is being moved. In addition, an activation of the ipsilateral mesial motor areas was observed during whole-arm movements. Using fMR imaging techniques, Kim, et al., 21 reported a hemispheric asymmetry in the functional activation of the human motor cortex during contralateral and ipsilateral finger movements, especially in right-handed patients.
The recovery of motor function, which indicated the complexity and interplay of neuronal activity among different motor areas, led to the study of "functional reorganization" and "plasticity" in patients with stroke, 10,46 brain injury, 8 and brain tumors. 42 Studying six patients after their recovery from hemiplegic stroke by using PET studies, Chollet, et al., 10 demonstrated bilateral activation (rCBF increase) of MII, SMA, and insula during movement of the recovered fingers. The same group reported functional reorganization patterns (activation of anterior and posterior cingulate and prefrontal cortices) in 10 patients following striatocapsular infarction. 46 Since 1995, motor cortex plasticity has been studied using fMR imaging techniques. Karni, et al., 19 have reported a study in which the training of complex motor tasks such as rapid sequences of finger movements in normal adults, resulted in a new, more extensive representation (or reorganization) of the adult MI that may underlie the acquisition and retention of the motor skill. The overlapping representations, due to shared neural substrates that control hand movements in the human motor cortex, have also been an object of study in healthy volunteers who underwent fMR imaging, and these representations might facilitate plasticity mechanisms. 38, 40 Functional cortical reorganization and plasticity mechanisms in patients with brain tumors close to or involving cortical motor areas have been poorly studied. In a PET study Seitz, et al., 42 reported that displacement of the rCBF increases from 9 to 43 mm, occurring even outside of the precentral gyrus in the premotor or parietal cortex. In addition, the authors documented rCBF increases during movements of the affected hand in the SMA right inferior frontal cortex, and "ectopic activations" in MII if displacement of the central sulcus was present. Among the studies presented in Table 3 , cortical reorganization patterns based on fMR findings were neither precisely described nor discussed. Confirmation of "atypical" localization of the sensorimotor cortex or intraoperative mapping of regions other than the expected MI was not performed. Yousry, et al., 51 mentioned in their study that in two of 10 cases (the authors did not specify if these cases were volunteers or patients), activation sites were observed ipsilateral to the hand that performed the motor task. Puce, et al., 35 described in one illustrative case that fMR imaging motor activation was seen in two areas: on the precentral gyrus and in the bank of the central sulcus. In addition to attempting to correlate fMR imaging and ECS data, the strength of our study lies in the observations of different cortical reorganization patterns, as presented in Table 2 . In seven of 11 patients, multiple activation sites were observed on fMR imaging, leading to the hypothesis that the function of the cortical motor areas, such as MI in patients with brain tumors, may play a less important role and is overtaken by other areas such as MII or SMA (contralateral or even ipsilateral to the motor task). The fMR imaging activation sites are summarized in Table 1 . In four of 11 patients we observed an ipsilateral activation of MI or MII. In addition, we demonstrated in three patients (Cases 1-3) a significant activation of the SMA or Vogt's Area 6a␤ 44 located in the mesial frontal gyrus. These ob-servations might corroborate the findings described by Lüders, et al. 25, 26 Taking into consideration the different predominance patterns of the different motor areas in our series of patients with brain tumors, we were encouraged to prove with intraoperative mapping techniques that stimulation of secondary or atypical motor areas could elicit motor responses. Case 6, the 32-year-old woman with a slowly growing tumor (WHO Grade II oligoastrocytoma) who suffered sensorimotor partial seizures without a motor deficit, provides a good example of plasticity and cortical reorganization. With the extension of such a lesion (Fig. 3 upper left) , one would expect severe motor or sensory deficits. The findings on fMR imaging of activation of bilateral MII areas and the ipsilateral MI area (Fig. 3 lower left and right) explain the neurological status of the patient. During ECS, we obtained motor responses from the superior frontal gyrus that corresponded with the MII area, which probably assumed the main role in the motor function as a consequence of a cortical reorganization phenomenon.
Conclusions
Functional MR imaging can aid in the objective evaluation of motor function in patients with lesions close to or involving the primary motor cortex. This technique can be performed as part of conventional examination in patients undergoing MR imaging for surgical treatment planning. Based on our experience, the correlation between fMR imaging findings and the results of direct electrical brain stimulation was high, although not 100%.
Functional MR imaging has contributed to changing the simplistic view that the motor cortical areas function separately from each other. In the near future, we believe that fMR imaging will become a broadly accepted and valuable tool for neurosurgeons in the assessment of patients with brain tumors in whom cortical reorganization patterns will demand a calmer, more careful preoperative evaluation. The validation and applicability of this and other new MR imaging-related techniques must, nevertheless, be kept within realistic and practical limits; the consequences of these techniques in the surgical approach and management of our patients must be carefully considered.
